




                                                 TRANSFORMERS: Doppelgangers



                  Overseer Realm

                                            Jengra stared out the viewer in front of his station and saw the
                  primitive space vessel appear in a bright flash of greenish energy, the effects of
                  the dimensional teleportation that he had used to bring it to his facility in his
                  native dimension. Ancient space vessels had been an interest of his ever since he
                  was young, and over millenia he had collected several that had been derelict or
                  marked for retirement, making sure not to extract a vessel from a focal point in 
                  space/time in another dimension.
                                             This ship, from Dimension 021 had interested him, as it had
                  been flown, commandeered, then shot down and marked for a crash landing. He
                  also knew that someone on board the ill-fated ship would be brought back to life
                  years after the crash somehow. Not wanting to mess with an established timeline,
                  he decided to make a carbon copy of the small ship, keep it, and send the original
                  back to it’s own dimension at exactly the point in time that he took it, with no one
                  the wiser as to what had happened.
                                             Jengra activated the scanning wave that would copy everything
                  on the vessel, including it, and watched as the blue sphere of the wave 
                  encompassed the small ship, before shrinking inwards before vanishing, the
                  scan now complete, and the information now stored in his main database. Next
                  he initiated the carbon wave, which would bring the duplicate into existence.
                  To the right of the ship appeared a small red sphere that was similar to the blue
                  sphere of the scanning wave, but instead expanded outwards, creating the copy
                  of the ship in mere minutes before disappearing.
                                             Now that he had his copy, it was time to send the original ship
                  back to Dimension 021 at the same time it left. Activating some other controls,
                  the ship was again enveloped by a greenish energy field before vanishing from
                  his view. “It’s back where it belongs now, in it’s own time.” he remarked to
                  himself before wandering off to see the new addition to his collection.


                  Dimension 021 - 2005 - Earth

                                              The ill-fated shuttle never really had much of a chance, it’s
                   occupants would never know of the secret Decepticon plot that ended with a full
                   assault on it, it’s commandeering, and the deaths of several of the Autobots’ best                                 warriors. Covert intelligence by the enemy would prove to be the mission’s 
                   undoing, as the enemy’s blitzkrieg was  fast and furious, the shuttle’s defenders                                     outgunned and outmatched.
                                              Thick grey smoke poured out from the wounds inflicted by
                    a brief assault from below, signaling the end of the nimble shuttle. It continued
                    descending, getting closer to it’s doom every second. The scene from inside the
                    shuttle’s cockpit was that of utter devastation. Four Autobots lay strewn on the
                    floor, killed in a valiant yet doomed struggle to repel the Decepticon invaders.
                    With no one to bring it out of it’s dive, the shuttle plunged to the ground below.
                    A few seconds later, it impacted.
                                             The explosion ripped the top of shuttle open, with the
                    engines spewing out rocket fuel, causing them to go out in a puff. The forward
                    section became dented as the shuttle slid a short distance before coming to a 
                    halt near a small rock face. Thick smoke billowed out of the small vessel, and
                    for a time, it seemed as it would totally explode. But it didn’t, the smoke stopping
                    a short time later, any internal fires snuffed out. Now down and out, with all it’s
                    systems off, the shuttle began a long slumber.


                    Overseer Realm

                                             Entering the small ship in the same gaping hull breach in it’s
                    side that was no doubt caused by it’s attackers, Jengra marveled at the structural
                    design of the small ship, as well it’s simple but effective layout. Making his way 
                    to the cockpit, he was surprised to see bodies of what could be the shuttle’s crew
                    strewn about the deck near the controls. “Hmm. I had thought that the attackers
                    had tossed the crew out when they took it over.” he thought out loud. He counted
                    four mechanical forms spread out on the deck. One seemed beyond repair, his head
                    and a portion of his upper body missing, one was the form that gets revived, and
                    the other two looked mostly intact, save for some damage from various energy
                    weapons close to point blank range.
                                              “They are carbon copies, but these two that are intact could be
                    repaired and restored.” he said, hoping to rebuild them and keep them as two
                    permanent fixtures on the small ship for his collection. He even considered
                    flying it himself, as he had with a couple other ships that he had acquired.
                    Some of his colleagues had asked him over the millenia about why he had such
                    an affinity with these old machines, to which he had always replied, “We have
                    much time, why waste all of it with our work?” Having been a seer for some
                    time now, he had recently been assigned to command this post, currently
                    awaiting a learner to be sent to him.
                                                For now, he had time for his hobby, as the computer was now
                    in complete control of the dimensional scanning until his duty shift resumed.
                    Jengra looked over the ship’s controls on the starboard side, managing to bring a                                 whole console to life. He sifted through the copied database, and found it all quite                                intriguing. Bringing most of the ship’s systems online, he was about to go through
                    more records, when an alarm outside the shuttle went off. “WARNING! SPACE/
                    TIME INCURSION IN PROCESS!” yelled his automated computer. Jengra 
                    got up and left the shuttle in haste, heading back to his station.
                                                When he arrived at his console, he noticed that warnings were
                    flashing for Dimension 991. “Those idiot Iallrians....what the satra did they do
                    this time???” he yelled, cursing his controls. He knew this would take quite a bit
                    of time to rectify, so he hastily pressed a few controls near one another, and his
                    new ship vanished in a glow of greenish light to a holding area where two others
                    currently resided, or so he thought. Not realizing he used the wrong teleporter,
                    Jengra directed all his attention at Dimension 991 now.


                    Dimension 021 - 3005 - Earth

                                                  “Is this slagging power core going to work anytime soon???”
                    said Minirod aloud, frustration in his voice. He had been in old Autobot City on
                    Earth for past few weeks, trying to get it’s rebuilt systems back online, due it’s
                    rebuild and subsequent upgrades. The Constructor Squad was with him, as was 
                    Ratchet, who was up in the command centre of the city trying to get something 
                    working. But without a functioning power core, it wasn’t going well at all. With
                    the city to be brought back online soon, there wasn’t much time left until a new
                    contingent arrived to crew it and maintain it.
                                                    The decision had been made a while after the attack on the
                    depleted city by a long-lost Decepticon showed how vulnerable the base had
                    become over the years. Battle damage from the Cybertronian Wars that went
                    unrepaired still remained from the Decepticon assault of 2005. A wrecked
                    Autobot shuttle from the same time period still sat derelict in a hangar near the
                    edge of the city, non-functional. Just as he was about to give up, Ratchet kicked
                    the side of a console, and instantly it came online. It was the early warning
                    console, which contained it’s own power source.
                                                     It began beeping wildly, and at first he thought it was just
                    some malfunction until he checked it’s screen and saw that it was picking up a
                    large object heading towards the city. Knowing that the weapons systems for the
                    city were still offline, he opened a commlink. “Minirod, this is Ratchet. The
                    early warning system is working, and is picking up a large object approaching
                    us from the sky.” he explained. A nanocycle later, he got a response. “I’m on
                    way to the landing strip. Meet me here soon.” he replied. “Acknowledged.” said
                    Ratchet, before hurrying out of the command centre.

                                                    He could see it now, using his optics to zoom in on it and
                    scan it. It’s profile was that of an old Autobot shuttle, heavily damaged, but
                    seemingly able to fly. It was on a trajectory that would have it land right on
                    the landing pad he was standing near. Minirod still had no idea why he wasn’t
                    informed of any arrivals, let alone a beat up, obsolete shuttle that had just decided
                    to show up without any communication. There was little he could do about it,
                    so rather than complain, he would observe.
                                                   A white ambulance screeched to a halt next to him suddenly,
                    before transforming into it’s robot mode. Without even glancing over, he knew
                    it was Ratchet. Minirod pointed at the incoming shuttle. “It’s old, heavily damaged,
                    and heading right for us.” he said. The taller of the two robots nodded. “Is there
                    anyone on board?” he asked. Minirod shook his head. “Scans were inconclusive.”
                    he said, not sure what awaited them on the old ship. Scanning with his own
                    optics now, Ratchet decided on a quick course of action for the two of them.
                    “We should move, It’s making it’s final approach now.” he said. Minrod nodded,
                    and the two of them walked away from the landing strip, making sure not to get
                    run down by the ship prematurely.
                                               They watched as the old, rickety ship came in low and quiet,
                    gliding in without power, as the engines did not seem to be working. Within
                    seconds, the ship made contact with the ground, and slid down the landing strip
                    with a grinding, shrieking noise. Bits of the shuttle came apart and flew away
                    from it as the ground scraped it’s underside. Coming to a stop near the hangar,
                    the ship became silent again.


                    Overseer Realm

                                                “Perhaps now they might learn to stop being such ingrates and
                    stop fooling around with temporal technology they don’t understand!!” exclaimed
                    Jengra angrily, having spent too much time fixing the damage done to a dimension
                    by others much less responsible. Needing to calm down a little, he decided to get
                    back to checking out his newest collectable. Working the teleporter controls, he
                    inputted the coordinates for the holding area he had put the old ship in, an started
                    the transport cycle. Much to his dismay, nothing happened. Nothing appeared in
                    his primary holding bay before him.
                                                Rechecking his coordinates, he again punched in the data and
                    activated the transport cycle. Again, nothing materialized before him. Confused,
                    he began running diagnostics on his equipment. After much beeping and some
                    processing, the readouts came back negative. There was nothing wrong with the
                    equipment. “I don’t understand.....” he started to say, before going through the
                    teleport logs to determine if the ship had been materialized in another holding
                    bay. Much to his dismay, the last transport logs showed that he had sent his own
                    ship to the wrong coordinates.
                                                Cycling through the data available, it soon became apparent
                    where the ship had been sent. The readouts showed that the duplicate ship had 
                    been sent to Dimension 021, to the location that the original ship had met it’s end
                    a thousand years before. Knowing this could corrupt not the just the dimension
                    but the galactic timeline, he knew he had to act fast to rectify the situation before
                    it got out of hand. “What have I done.....” his voice trailed off into silence, as he
                    feverishly worked the controls and came up with a plan.


                   Dimension 021 - 3005 - Earth

                                                Minirod and Ratchet arrived at the gangway hatch shortly
                    thereafter to enter the ship, but instead saw the gaping hole that was blown out
                    of the side of the shuttle, the weapons burns on the hull unmistakable. “Hmmm.”
                    mumbled Minirod, as he and Ratchet climbed into the shuttle through the hole,
                    looking around the inside from the back of the spacious cockpit. No systems
                    were online as far as he could tell. Minirod was going to head to the engine room
                    to see if he could get the power plant online, when he noticed something at the
                    front of the cockpit, where the pilots would sit.
                                                 Walking forward to the conn controls, he saw two robot forms
                    slumped over the controls. “Ratchet, check this out!!” he exclaimed, as the former
                    Autobot hurried to the conn next to him. Ratchet pulled one of the robot forms back
                    into it’s chair and stared at it in disbelief. “This.....is not possible!” he exclaimed, as
                    the lifeless body of the Autobot Prowl was before him. Minirod pulled the other
                    body back into it’s chair to see it was the Autobot Brawn, a tough, fearless warrior
                    from days past, now derelict and lifeless.
                                                “Correct me if I’m wrong,” began Minirod. “But weren’t the both
                    of them interred in the crypt after you yourself were revived and brought the ship
                    back here?” he queried. Ratchet nodded. “Yes. And the original shuttle is right 
                    over there.” he pointed out the forward viewport at the hangar where the shuttle
                    had been sitting for all these years. Both of them were more confused now than
                    anything else. Looking back at the body of Prowl, Ratchet thought of something.
                    “Could this all have come from some kind of time rift?” he asked aloud. Minirod
                    pondered that for a moment before responding. “Perhaps, but if this ship came
                    from the past, the time line should have been affected.” he finished.
                                                 Ratchet nodded, then came up with another explanation that
                    made more sense. “Parallel dimension maybe?” he queried. Minirod nodded his
                    approval to that idea. “It’s possible. But there is no way for us to know which
                    dimension this comes from.” he said, now trying to access the computer. As he
                    moved to the right of the controls, he tripped over something on the deck and
                    fell with a thud into the wall. Getting up, he saw Ratchet standing over the pile
                    of rubble that was the culprit. It contained several red pieces of a metallic
                    substance, as well as a leg and an arm. Ratchet just stood over it looking down,
                    some memories bought back by the familiar debris.
                                                 “Ironhide....” he said, his voice trailing off. Minirod didn’t say
                    a word, and went back to the computer console to try to get something working.
                    He didn’t have much luck. “Well.” he finally said. “Perhaps we should go get
                    a mobile energon converter and hook it up to this thing’s main power core.” he
                    explained, wanting to get the shuttle functional again. Ratchet nodded, and the
                    two of them left the conn and exited the shuttle the way they entered, through 
                    the gaping hole in it’s side. As they walked away from the shuttle, they stopped
                    to contact the Constructor Squad to bring the converter to the landing pad. Just
                    as he was opening a commlink, the shuttle suddenly became enveloped in some
                    kind of energy field, green in colour.
                                                  “What the slag is this????” Minirod asked in vain, knowing
                    there wouldn’t be an answer for the time being. Within seconds, the shuttle
                    vanished, followed by the green energy field. The landing pad lay empty once
                    again, save himself and Ratchet, left dumbfounded by what had just happened.
                    “Any ideas on this?” asked Ratchet, scratching his head. “None whatsoever.”
                    replied Minirod quickly. Just then, he heard his commlink beeping, followed by
                    someone talking. “YOU THERE OR WHAT?????” it was the voice of Grit from
                    the Constructor Squad, frustrated at a lack of a reply.
                                                    “Yeah,” replied Minirod. “We’re here, but we don’t need
                     anything.” he finished. Grit’s voice came back with a touch of annoyance. “OK
                     fine, bother me for no reason. Gee thanks. Out.” the commlink closed, and  
                     Minirod turned his attention back to the empty landing pad. “Let’s get back to
                     the control centre before something else happens.” he said. Ratchet nodded in
                     agreement, and both robots transformed into their vehicle mode and sped off in the
                     direction of the command centre, still confused.


                     Overseer Realm

                                                    “Much better.” said Jengra, happy that his newest acquisition
                     was now in it’s permanent home in his personal display theatre at the facility. The
                     shuttle looked at home parked next to all the other ships he had collected over the
                     last few centuries. He decided that perhaps it was time to stop spending so much 
                     time on the collecting of these relics, and more time enjoying them. His new young
                     Learner would be arriving soon, which after some hands on training in the ways of
                     being a seer, would free up more time for him to indulge in this.
                                                     Not worried by the sequence of events, or the incursion in the
                     other dimension, as his data had shown that there was no divergence in the time
                     line, he decided to relax in one of his ships and let his imagination run wild for the
                     next little while. Walking up a boarding ramp of a small Tekk combat ship, Jengra
                     made his way to the engine room and took a seat at the master systems console,
                     relaxing and fiddling with the controls at the same time. Little did he know that
                     with every dimensional incursion, someone else was becoming aware of him and
                     his realm, and how to access it for themselves.



                                                                         THE END
